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COOPERATIVES AND CONDOMINIUMS

Secondhand Tobacco
Smoke Revisited

T

his column previously discussed secondhand
tobacco smoke in 2006,1 following release of
the Surgeon General’s report concluding that
secondhand smoke poses a serious health risk.2
To date, 26 states and the District of Columbia
have passed comprehensive smoke-free laws.3 However,
these laws exempt the place where most Americans
spend the greatest amount of time—home. Several
California cities have enacted local legislation banning
smoking inside multi-unit residences.4 However, New
York City does not have such a law and few if any New
York co-ops or condominiums have voluntarily become
smoke-free.
Absent legislative action, a prohibition on indoor
smoking in a co-op or condominium building could
be procedurally difficult to enact and may lead to
contentiousness between neighbors. In addition, boards
may be concerned that banning smoking would result in
litigation or decreased apartment values. Nonetheless,
boards and managers must address legitimate complaints
of occupants who wish to be free of the odor and adverse
health impacts of secondhand smoke. This creates a
challenge for boards and managers of buildings occupied
by both smokers and non-smokers.
This column addresses these challenges and concerns,
discusses recent case law and provides recommendations
to boards and managers on how to deal with secondhand
smoke.

Case Law
In recent years, boards and apartment owners have
been involved in lawsuits seeking relief for secondhand
smoke exposure based on a variety of legal theories,
including breach of the warranty of habitability, nuisance,
negligence, breach of the covenant of quiet enjoyment
and breach of the co-op proprietary lease and House
Rules or condominium bylaws, rules and regulations.
Our previous column discussed the first New York
decision addressing landlord liability for secondhand
smoke. In Poyck v. Bryant,5 a 2006 New York civil
court found that tenants who vacated a condominium
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apartment before the lease termination date due to
secondhand smoke from an adjoining apartment,
could assert the warranty of habitability as a defense
to their landlord’s non-payment of rent proceeding,
notwithstanding that the landlord had no control over
the adjoining apartment.
The Poyck holding suggests that co-op apartment
owners exposed to secondhand smoke can also assert a
claim for breach of the warranty of habitability because
the warranty is applicable to apartment owners who
are also lessees under the proprietary lease, although
not between condominium unit owners and the Board

Boards and managers must address
legitimate complaints of occupants
who wish to be free of the odor and
adverse health impacts of secondhand
smoke.
of Managers.6 One year earlier, in 2005, a New York
Supreme Court held that a commercial tenant could
pursue a nuisance claim for secondhand smoke emanating
from the adjoining unit.7
In 2007, in Zipper v. Haroldon Court Condominiums,8
the Appellate Division, First Department, unanimously
reversed the lower court and held that a condominium
board and a unit owner could lawfully evict a tenant
who permitted recurring foul odors to emanate from
her apartment, finding that the odors constituted a
nuisance. Although the case did not involve secondhand
smoke, its holding is relevant because secondhand smoke
includes odor and it too can therefore be considered a
nuisance.
In 2008, condominium apartment owners sued
their neighbor, alleging that secondhand smoke which
permeated into the common hallway and their apartment
from their neighbor’s apartment was a nuisance
jeopardizing the health of their 4-year-old son.9 Prior
to filing the suit, plaintiffs complained to the board

about secondhand smoke. The board made changes
to the shared ducts between the apartments, but did
not address secondhand smoke in the hallway, which
continued to seep into plaintiffs’ apartment. The case
settled two months later, after air filtration units were
installed in both apartments.
And in December 2009, a New York Civil Court
denied a condominium apartment owner’s motion to
dismiss nuisance and negligence claims asserted by
neighboring apartment owners for secondhand smoke
seeping into their apartment. In Ewen v. MacCherone,10
defendants argued that because the condominium rules
explicitly banned smoking in the building’s playroom
and health club, smoking within apartments was
permitted. However, the court noted that these rules
also prohibit residents from permitting objectionable
odors to interfere with the rights and comforts of other
apartment owners and concluded that smoking is
not permitted in individual apartments if, as a result,
secondhand smoke enters other apartments.
The court further held that while the board had the
right to commence an action to remedy a violation of
the rules, the governing documents did not expressly
prohibit apartment owners from commencing a nuisance
action against other apartment owners. Finally, the court
held that the condominium was not a necessary party
to the lawsuit.

Remediation
Given this developing New York case law, boards and
managers should be vigilant in addressing secondhand
smoke. While our research has disclosed no specific
remediation recommendations endorsed by governmental
entities at the federal, state or local levels,11 certified
industrial hygienists can assist boards and managers
in dealing with secondhand smoke.12 Further, under
§717 of the Business Corporation Law, directors are
entitled to rely on the opinions and recommendations
of professionals with expertise in the area at issue.
Therefore, a board can discharge its duty if it retains
a qualified professional and follows that professional’s
advice.13
Generally, effective remediation depends on obtaining
access to the smoker’s apartment for inspection and to
seal penetrations in shared wall cavities, ceiling slabs,
and the like—followed, if necessary, by the installation
of an exterior exhaust filtration system in the smoker’s
apartment. Typical proprietary leases and condominium
bylaws and rules prohibit an apartment owner from making
or permitting odors to emanate from their apartment
and further gives boards the right to enter an apartment
and cure the owner’s default for allowing odors to so
emanate.
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Therefore, if a smoker refuses to remediate a
secondhand smoke condition, the board can do so
by obtaining a court order to compel the smoker to
give access to the apartment and then performing the
necessary work, all at the apartment owner’s cost and
expense, including payment of the legal fees incurred
by the board to obtain an access order from the court.14
The installation of air filtration systems in the impacted
apartment may also reduce the degree of secondhand
smoke infiltration, but will not eliminate it.15

Building-Wide Smoking Ban
Although boards may be concerned about the legal
consequences of implementing smoking restrictions,
there could be legal consequences if they fail to do so.16
Also, as explained in our previous column, smokers are
not a constitutionally protected class and smoking is not
considered a handicap or disability under the federal Fair
Housing Act. Therefore, a smoking ban would not be
considered discrimination against smokers.
Further, while no reported New York case has
challenged a co-op or condominium’s right to adopt a
building-wide smoking ban, in Christiansen v. Heritage
Hills 1 Condominium. Owners Ass’n, a Colorado district
court upheld an amendment to a condominium
declaration that banned smoking inside apartments.17
The court noted that the board had tried to address
secondhand smoke through remediation measures—to
no avail.

Recommendations
When a board or manager receives a secondhand
smoke complaint, advice should be sought from a
qualified professional to determine the presence of the
condition and develop remediation protocols. If the
presence of secondhand smoke is confirmed, boards
should seek to have the smoker implement the work
recommended by the board’s consultant. If the smoker
does not cooperate, boards can pursue obtaining
access to the smoker’s apartment to do the necessary
work.
Boards may also wish to consider a building-wide
smoking ban, especially if secondhand smoke complaints
are frequent and remediation efforts have been
unsuccessful. In that event, the first step boards may
wish to take is to obtain a sense of the building’s views by
conducting a survey of apartment owners. Survey questions
could include: (1) is the owner a smoker; (2) has the
owner experienced secondhand smoke in common areas
and/or their apartment; and (3) would the owner support
a smoking ban. Based on the owners’ answers, the board
can decide what measures are desirable and feasible in the
building.
If a board determines to implement a no-smoking
ban, the best way to do so is an amendment to the
proprietary lease in a co-op and to the bylaws in a
condominium. A court is more likely to uphold a use
restriction adopted by a super majority of apartment

Smoke-Free Advantages
While boards may be concerned that restricting
the pool of apartment purchasers will have an adverse
impact on apartment values, a smoking restriction may
actually enhance such values. According to anti-smoking
advocacy groups, only 16 percent of New York City
residents are currently smokers.
A recent poll suggests that 58 percent of the city’s
residents would pay more to live in a smoke-free building
and 68 percent might choose not to live in a smokingpermitted building.18 And a study released in April 2009
found that 56.7 percent of nonsmokers in New York City
have elevated levels of the nicotine metabolite cotinine,
an indicator of exposure to tobacco smoke, compared to
some 44.9 percent of nonsmokers nationwide.19 These
statistics suggest that there is a demand for smoke-free
housing, and that co-op and condominium buildings
may benefit from this demand by creating smoke-free
buildings.
Further, becoming smoke-free may decrease building
maintenance costs associated with smoking and reduce
insurance costs. Insurance companies reportedly offer
discounts on casualty and liability insurance to smokefree buildings and on life insurance to their occupants.20
There are also safety benefits. Becoming smoke-free
reduces fire risk. Cigarette smoking is a leading cause
of fires in residential buildings and the number one cause
of fires that result in death.21
Recognizing the hazards of secondhand smoke, the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development,
recently strongly encouraged public housing authorities to
implement non-smoking policies in public housing.22 In
New York City, several residential rental landlords have
banned smoking in their buildings. In 2008, Pan Am
Rentals banned smoking in all its buildings, exempting
existing tenants. In November 2009, Related Companies
followed suit in six of its buildings. And in December
2009, Kenbar Management opened its first smoke-free
building, prohibiting smoking anywhere inside or within
the immediate vicinity of the building.23

While boards may be concerned that
restricting the pool of apartment
purchasers will have an adverse impact on
apartment values, a smoking restriction
may actually enhance such values.
owners rather than by board action. It would be prudent
to delay the restriction’s effective date for a short period
of time to afford smokers time to adjust to the restriction
or sell their apartments.
If a board decides that a less comprehensive ban would
better suit the building’s needs, it could: (1) adopt a total
ban, but delay implementation for an extended period of
time, to allow owners who smoke to sell their apartments;
(2) adopt a total smoking ban but “grandfather” current
owners from its requirements; (3) amend the building’s
governing documents to expressly deem secondhand
smoke a nuisance, thereby making it easier for owners
to assert a claim and boards to declare a default; or (4)
reject prospective purchasers who disclose that they
smoke (co-ops only).

Conclusion
Boards and managers should be alert and responsive
to secondhand smoke complaints because co-ops and
condominiums can be held legally accountable for failing
to address this issue. Boards should also consider enacting
building-wide smoking bans tailored to the needs of their
buildings. Boards should not be deterred by concerns
that a ban would constitute unlawful discrimination
against smokers. Smoking restrictions do not violate the
Fourteenth Amendment, and smokers are not members
of a protected class.
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